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Asset
No
1

Asset Name

Easting

Northing

Cairnderry: Chambered
Cairn (Neolithic)

231590

579941

HER No

Source

Description

Sensitivity

MDG2665

HES; HER; Historic Map;
Aerial Photography

The HES designation describes Cairnderry as robbed around the edges, and now about 30 m in diameter,
although somewhat spread and reduced in height from the original form. It is now little more than 1 m
high. On the west and southeast sides large stones, that may have been part of a kerb or peristalith,
protrude indicating an original diameter of about 24 m. Within the cairn are three rectangular chambers, set
radially, made of large slabs. (source: HES 2017)

High

Cairnderry Chambered Cairn is a Scheduled Monument (SM1007).
The cairn is shown on the first edition Ordnance Survey map (1852) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 20) with a
‘Sheep Ree’ comprising a two compartment square structure within a small enclosure and with radial walls
extending to the north.
The cairn is visible on OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019); but the former sheep ree is not
visible. The ree is also not shown on the 2019 Ordnance Survey map.

2

Sheil Hill: Buildings

231350

580690

MDG15137

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Field survey found the cairn to be as described by HES. In general, it is in good condition, although
bracken, heather and several small self-seeded trees cover the site including the chambers. On the edge
of the cairn, closest to the forest road, drainage work and vegetation clearance has disturbed some of the
ground, for a length of about 20m or more where the road passes the cairn (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that two unroofed buildings are depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey map
(1853) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 12), but they are not shown on the 1977 edition 1:10,000 map. (source:
RCAHMS 1999).

Low

The buildings (which are annotated ‘Old Fences’ on the first edition Ordnance Survey (1858) map are not
depicted on the second edition (1896) or 1910 edition maps.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows that their location is now covered by commercial
forestry.

3

Sprit Strand: Sheepfold
(period Unassigned)

231410

581610

MDG15127

HER; Canmore; Historic
Map; Aerial Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER contains no information.

Low

The Canmore entry records that one unroofed structure annotated 'Old Sheep Ree' is depicted on the first
edition of the Ordnance Survey map (1853) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 12), but it is not shown on the 1977
edition 1:10 000 map (source: RCAHMS 2000).
The small enclosure, un-annotated, is shown on the Ordnance Survey second edition map (1896) and on
the 1910 edition.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows that the recorded location is covered by
commercial forestry.

4

Lairds Knowe: Building
(period Unassigned)

231200

582750

MDG15135

HER; Canmore; Historic
Map; Aerial Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry contains no information.

Low

The Canmore entry records that a single unroofed building annotated 'Ruin' is depicted on the first edition
Ordnance Survey map (1853) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 12), but it is not shown on the 1977 edition
1:10,000 map (source: RCAHMS 1999)
The unroofed building is shown on the first edition (1853) (Ruin), second edition (1896) and 1909 edition
maps.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows that the location of the building is now covered
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with commercial forestry.

5

Fleckit Knowe: Enclosure
(period Unassigned),
Structure (period
Unassigned)

231470

582850

MDG15139

HER; Canmore; Historic
Map; Aerial Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry contains no information.

Low

Canmore records that one unroofed structure and an enclosure are depicted on the first edition Ordnance
Survey map (1853) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 12), but they are not shown on the 1977 edition 1:10,000
map (source: RCAHMS 1999).
The first edition map (1853) show an unroofed structure and a field to the north labelled ‘Old fence’. The
structure, but not the ‘Old fence’ is shown on the second edition map (1896). The structure is also shown
as an unroofed rectangular structure on the 1909 map (Ayrshire Sheet LXVIII.NW) but the enclosure is not
depicted.

6

Brecklach Hill: Enclosure
(period Unassigned), Wall
(period Unassigned)

232530

583990

MDG15131

HER; Canmore; Historic
Map; Aerial Photography

Field survey found that the site has been destroyed through quarrying and nothing visible during site visit
(CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry contains no information.

Low

The Canmore entry records that two small enclosures and a length of wall are depicted on the first edition
Ordnance Survey map (1853) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 12), but they are not shown on the 1977 edition
1:10,000 map (source: RCAHMS 1999).
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows the location as being in an area of recently
replanted commercial forestry.

7

Ashiefane: Building(s)
(period Unassigned), Wall
(period Unassigned)

232180

584440

MDG15129

HER; Canmore; Historic
Map; Aerial Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry contains no information.

Low

The Canmore entry records that two unroofed buildings and a length of wall annotated 'Old Fence' are
depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey map (1853) (Kirkcudbrightshire, sheet 12) but are not shown
on the 1977 1:10, 000 map (source: RCAHMS 1999).
A single unroofed structure and a pecked line indicating the ‘Old fence’ alignment is depicted on the
second edition map (1896) (Kirkcudbrightshire Sheet XV.NW) and on the 1909 edition.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows the location as now covered by commercial
forestry.

8

Fardin: Farmstead;
Sheepfolds; Head-dyke

233026

586511

42115

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a farmstead comprising one unroofed building, which is annotated Ruin and
has an attached enclosure, one partially roofed long building and one roofed building, and a series of five
enclosures, which are annotated as Sheep Rees, are depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey map
(1858) (Ayrshire, sheet lxiii). One roofed building and one enclosure are shown on the 1977 edition
1:10,000 map (source: RCAHMS 2000).

Low

The farmstead is named as ‘Fardin’ on the Ordnance Survey first edition map. On the second edition map
(1896) it is shown (still named’ Fardin’) as a different arrangement of buildings and modified enclosures.
On the 1909 edition the arrangement is as shown on the 1896 edition.
Depicted on Roy’s ‘Military Map of Scotland’ (1747-55) consisting of four structures and a rectangular
enclosure surrounded by cultivated fields.
The sheep ree enclosures, as laid out on the 1896 and 1909 edition Ordnance Survey maps, is visible as
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dilapidated walls on OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019); but the former farmhouse is not
visible.

9

Fardin: Field; Sheepfold

233400

587000

42116

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Field survey found poorly preserved remains of the drystone walled sheep ree survive. The northernmost,
two compartment structure,10m x 10m x 1.3m high, split into two compartments is the best preserved,
while the footings of other structures can be partially seen, covered in vegetation. No remains of the farm
buildings depicted on the historic Ordnance Survey maps were found; although there are some concrete
remains in this area. A large mound of stones, 20 m x 10 m x 3 m high lies to the west of the site, which
appears to be relatively recent in origin, may be the demolished remains of these buildings (CFA field
survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that an enclosure or field, with a Sheep Ree lying inside it, is depicted on the first
edition Ordnance Survey map (1858) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXIII,) and on subsequent editions. The sheepfold is
shown on the 1977 1:10,000 map (source: RCAHMS 2000).

Low

The ‘sheep ree’ and amorphously shaped enclosure are shown within a larger parallelogram shaped field
on the second edition (1896) and 1909 edition maps, but are not annotated.
The enclosures and sheep ree cannot be clearly made out on the OS Masterplan aerial photograph
imagery (2019), but a small square enclosure is shown on the 2019 Ordnance Survey map, within forestry
at the approximate location of the former sheep ree.

10

Polmaddie Burn: Sheep Ree

232414

589664

n/a

Historic Maps: Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
A ‘Sheep Ree’ is depicted on the first Edition Ordnance Survey map (1858) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXIII,) as a
two-compartment enclosure on a north west-south east alignment with walls extending from the southeast
end. The sheep ree is marked but not annotated in the same configuration on the second edition map. On
the 1909 edition map a new four compartment ‘Sheepfold’ is marked in the same approximate location but
in a different orientation. It has walls extending from the corners at its south eastern end.

Low

A square enclosure is marked on the 2019 Ordnance Survey map at a slightly different location (further to
the south east).
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows the square enclosure shown on the 2019 map as
being closely enclosed by commercial forestry.

11

Ferter: Sheepfold

230453

588617

n/a

Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
A ‘Sheep Ree’ depicted on first Edition OS Map (Ayrshire, Sheet LXIII, 1858) as a three-compartment
structure with radial arms to the west and south. It is also shown on the second edition map (1896)
(Ayrshire LXIII.SW) and 1909 edition but is not annotated.

Low

A sheepfold in a different configuration to that shown on the first, second and 1909 edition maps is shown
on the 2019 Ordnance Survey map.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows that standing walls of the sheepfold marked on
the 2019 map is closely enclosed within commercial forestry.

12

Cairn Hill, Barr: Cairn

230725

590755

11677

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a cairn, 18m in diameter, varying in height from 0.5 m on the east to 1 m on
the north and 2 m on the west. In the centre is a large oval excavation 7 m by 4 m by 1.3 m deep. Smith
(1895) mentions two small cairns on the top of the main cairn but these were presumably removed when
the excavation was made, although there is a recent cairn 1.5 m in diameter and in height, on the south
perimeter (source: OS 1955).

High

Later survey by RCAHMS recorded that the cairn is 17m in diameter and 1.6m in height (source: RCAHMS
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1983).
The cairn is marked on first edition Ordnance Survey map (1856) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXII).
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) clearly shows the cairn on the grassy summit of Cairn
Hill.

13

Water of Gregg: Enclosure

230150

590810

42378

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Field survey found the cairn as described by previous surveyors. The cairn sits at the northern edge of a
flat ridge which directs the view northwards and obscures views to the south; there are good views to the
Ailsa Craig and Kintyre (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a two-compartment enclosure is depicted on the first Edition Ordnance Survey
map (1858) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXIII), but it is not shown on the 1910 (source: RCAHMS 2000).

Low

The enclosure is not shown on the 1910 edition Ordnance Survey map.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) reveals that the location of the enclosure is now covered
by commercial forestry. No enclosure is marked at this location on the 2019 Ordnance Survey map.

14

Mid Hill: Sheep Ree;
Building; Enclosure;
Sheepfold

227950

589700

17208

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that an unroofed building is indicated on the current OS 1:10,000 (1977) map.
Identified on the first Edition Map (1858) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXII) as a ruined building used as a ‘Sheep Ree’
on Mid Hill (Source: WoSAS 1999).

Low

One unroofed structure, which is annotated Sheep Ree (in ruins), is depicted on the first Edition of the OS
6-inch map (Ayrshire, Sheet LXIII, 1858) and on the current Edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978)
(Source: RCAHMS 2000).
The Ordnance Survey first edition map (1853) shows a small rectangular unroofed enclosure aligned north
west-south east, annotated as ‘Sheep Ree’ (in ruins). The Ordnance Survey second edition map (1897)
(Ayrshure Sheet LXII.NE) and 3rd edition map (1910) (Ayrshire Sheet LXII.NE) show a small rectangular
building but without annotation.
The sheep ree does not appear the OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019).

15

Mid Hill: Sheep Ree

227469

589634

68161

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Field Survey recorded the poorly preserved remains of rectangular drystone sheep ree, 10m x 6m x 0.5m
in extent (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry contains no information.

Low

A circular enclosure with radial arms to the north west and west is shown on the second edition Ordnance
Survey map (1897) (Ayrshire Sheet LXII.NE). A square structure and enclosure are shown on the western
part of the original enclosure on the 1909 Ordnance Survey map (Ayrshire sheet LXII.NE). A circular
enclosure with two attached rectangular enclosures on the southwest side is marked on the 2019
Ordnance.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows that dilapidated remains of the enclosures with
what appear to be radial arms to the north west and south west survive preserved between commercial
forestry and the Muck Water watercourse.

16

Greensides / Muck Water:
Shieling

226757

588880

67319

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that a structure, annotated as an Old Shieling, is shown on 2014 Ordnance Survey
maps (source: WoSAS 2014).

Low

The structure is not recorded on the first edition Ordnance Survey map. The second edition Ordnance
Survey map (1897) (Ayrshire Sheet LXII.SE) shows an un-annotated circular enclosure at the same
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approximate location with radial arms extending to the north east and north west. The 1910 Ordnance
survey map (Ayrshire Sheet LXII.SE) edition also depicts the enclosure.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows a circular enclosure with radial arm extending to
the north east, preserved within a small clearing within commercial forestry.

17

Little Shalloch: Farmstead

226170

588160

17203

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records that this site includes structural remains and field systems of several different
phases. It is mentioned on Blaeu’s map (1654) and was apparently in use until last century. The structural
remains take a variety of forms, building, enclosures and a kiln, while the field systems survive quite
extensively within a head dyke. It appears to be reasonably well-preserved, although it is possible that the
latest farmhouse has destroyed earlier remains (source: L. Macinnes of Historic Buildings and Monuments
- 1989).

Low

The farmstead is depicted as three structures with associated enclosures and an area of cultivation to the
south, annotated as ‘Little Shalloch’, on Gen W Roy’s ‘Military Survey of Scotland’ map (1747-55).
The farmstead is shown as a rectangular roofed structure on the first Edition Ordnance Survey map (1858)
(Ayrshire, Sheet LXII,) with associated garden enclosure on its north west side and possible unroofed
buildings or enclosures on the southeast and north east sides The second edition map (1897) shows a
single roofed buildings and the attached enclosure to the north west with a large field extending to the
north of the farmhouse.

18

Little Shalloch: Sheep Ree;
Building; Enclosure

226660

587780

17204

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Field survey found the unoccupied farmstead to be a well-preserved stone built and slate roofed building
with attached small square unroofed extension on western gable. It stands within an area of improved land
defined by a drystone wall that corresponds to the field shown on the second edition map (CFA field survey
June 2019).
The HER entry describes a building/enclosure indicated on the 1999 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map as
an unroofed building and enclosure, near the farmstead of ’Little Shalloch’ (source: WoSAS 1999).

Low

A roughly D-shaped, three compartment ‘Sheep Ree’ is depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey map
(1858) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXII). It is shown in the same arrangement but not annotated on subsequent
second edition (1897) and 1910 edition maps.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) clearly shows the well-preserved remains of the sheep
ree, largely as shown on the Ordnance Survey first edition map. The remains are preserved within an open
clearing within the commercial forestry.

19

Hay Ree / Little Shalloch:
Building; Enclosure

226740

587330

17205

HER; Historic Map; Aerial
Photography

Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
The HER entry records a hay ree identified on both the 1999 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 and the first
Edition (Ayrshire 62) maps as an unroofed building and enclosure annotated as a ‘Hay Ree’ (source:
WoSAS 1999).

Low

A roughly D-shaped two compartment ‘Hay Ree’ is depicted on the first Edition Ordnance Survey map
(1858) (Ayrshire, Sheet LXII). It is also shown, as a single compartment enclosure, not annotated on
subsequent second edition (1897) and 1910 edition maps.
OS Masterplan aerial photograph imagery (2019) shows that dilapidated, partial remains of the hay ree
survive, preserved in an open clearing within the commercial forestry.
Not visited during field survey: the site lies within commercial forestry, well away from any proposed
development (CFA field survey June 2019).
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